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Photography and Graphic Credits

WETA Mission, inside front cover

WETA Television, p. 2-7

National Productions, p. 8-17
P. 8-9: Top, from left: PBS NewsHour correspondents: photo by Tony Powell for PBS NewsHour; Amna Nawaz conducts an interview: photo by Frank Carlson. Bottom, from left: PBS NewsHour anchor and managing editor, Judy Woodruff: courtesy of PBS NewsHour; camera and penguins: photo by William Brangham; Yamiche Alcindor asks
a question: courtesy of PBS NewsHour; Speaker Pelosi, Vice President Pence, President Trump, Senator Schumer: courtesy of PBS NewsHour.


**P. 16-17:** Clockwise, from top left: America’s Test Kitchen From Cook’s Illustrated: America’s Test Kitchen LLC; Pati’s Mexican Table: WETA; Sara’s Weeknight Meals: WETA; Martha Bakes: photo by Mike Krautter; Cook’s Country from America’s Test Kitchen: America’s Test Kitchen LLC; Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood: The Fred Rogers Company.

**Classical WETA, p. 18-19**

Stock illustrations by: Proksima/iStock/Getty Images Plus

**WETA Learning Media, p. 20-21**

Top, from left: Smiling student: SDI Productions/iStock; Bulletin board: Lydia Breiseth/ WETA Learning Media; Student and teacher: Lydia Breiseth/ WETA Learning Media. Bottom: Students and teacher: photo courtesy of PBS.

**Membership and the Community, p. 24-25**

Leadership Circle, p. 26-37
P. 32-33: Lawyers Committee event: Risdon Photography.
P. 34-35: Great Performances at The Met: Adriana Lecouvreur: Ken Howard / Met Opera.
P. 36-37: Ken Burns: Tim Llewellyn; Friends of the NewsHour: Alyson Brokenshire/WETA; Gwen Ifill: Brooks Kraft.

Elizabeth P. Campbell Legacy Society, p. 38-39
Legacy Society Luncheon: Risdon Photography; WETA Founder Elizabeth P. Campbell: WETA.

Local Corporate and Foundation Support p. 40-41

Honors and Awards, p. 42-43

WETA Board of Trustees, p. 44
WETA President and CEO Sharon Percy Rockefeller: Risdon Photography; WETA Board of Trustees Chairman Timothy C. Coughlin: Risdon Photography.

Inside Back Cover
WETA building: Dan Cunningham.
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